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ABSTRACT
Objective: to characterize the linguistic-cognitive performance of schoolchildren in the literacy 
cycle, in order to identify children at risk for learning disorders in the public school context. 
Methods: this study involved 88 children, aged 6 to 8 years, enrolled in the first, second and 
third year of elementary education I, from two schools in the city of Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil. 
The procedure used was the Cognitive-Linguistic Skills Evaluation Protocol, which has col-
lective and individual versions, both being applied. The analysis of the groups was performed 
through the statistical non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test with p <0.05. 
Results: all students were submitted to the individual version for presenting poor performance 
in the collective version of the protocol. Thus, the application of the collective version was not 
sufficient to identify children at risk for learning disorders, thus, the indication of the individual 
assessment. In the individual version, students from the 1st year showed a lower performance 
in most of the subtests that make up the instrument, whereas those from the 2nd and 3rd years 
had an average performance, which also deserves attention, according to the instrument of 
evaluation. These results, below the one expected for the age and school year, may be a con-
sequence of poor learning opportunities within and outside school. There were also significant 
differences as a function of the schooling advance, revealing that the cognitive-linguistic skills, 
precursors of the reading and writing learning process, are only having a greater leap of devel-
opment at the end of the literacy cycle, in the third year, which reveals a significant delay in 
terms of learning. 
Conclusion: the low performance observed in cognitive-linguistic abilities in schoolchildren 
hinders the early identification of children at risk for learning disorders and questions the quality 
of educational opportunities experienced by the students inside and outside the public school. 
Other factors, such as regional differences in language and linguistic context, need to be con-
sidered in the interpretation of tests that evaluate cognitive-linguistic abilities.
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INTRODUCTION
The Brazilian educational scenario of the past 20 

years has shown a large number of students with low 
academic performance. The students’ performance is 
assessed through external (International)1 and internal 
(national) evaluations2. The last external evaluation 
performed by the Program for International Student 
Assessment (PISA), conducted in 2015, showed that 
Brazilian students occupied, in mathematics, the 65th 
position; in reading, the 59th position; and, in sciences, 
the 63rd position. These data are worrying, because 
Brazil is very poorly positioned between the 72 partici-
pating countries1.

Regarding the Literacy National Assessment (ANA), 
performed with students from public schools in the 
3rd year of elementary education I, the recent results 
revealed that 54.73% of them are at the lowest level 
of reading; 34% presented poor writing; and 54% did 
not have adequate knowledge in mathematics2. This 
low performance remains in the subsequent stages, as 
shown by the assessments of elementary education I 
and secondary education, lasting until the end of the 
basic education. It is important to highlight that the 
basic skills of reading and writing should be consoli-
dated since the literacy3.

Due to the importance of the period of literacy, 
studies have focused on understanding the diffi-
culties inherent to this educational step4,5. The literacy 
cycle comprises the 1st, 2nd and 3rd year of elementary 
education, and aims to alphabetize, in the perspective 
of literacy, schoolchildren until 8 years of age, ensuring 
their right to learning6.

The low student performance in literacy cycle can 
occur due to extrinsic factors, mainly by the absence 
of good educational opportunities offered both by the 
family and by the school, which causes the so-called 
“learning difficulties”, and intrinsic, which are the 
problems of biological nature, such as sensory deficits 
or neurological problems that cause the “learning 
disorders”4,5.

Thus, the main difficulties of students with learning 
disorders are those related to the cognitive-linguistic 
skills, such as difficulties in learning the alphabet, 
numbers, colors, days of the week and forms; diffi-
culties in learning to write their own name; recite child 
verses or rhymes; segmenting words; reading words 
and pseudo words; difficulty to learn the relationship 
between grapheme-phoneme; among others7.

The schoolchildren at risk for learning disorders 
present performance below the expected for their 

group-class in the points considered prerequisites for 
a good performance in reading, such as the cognitive-
linguistic abilities8. Therefore, they must be recognized 
early, because, the sooner they are identified, the 
lesser will be the difficulties related to the processes of 
teaching and learning, minimizing the risk for learning 
disorders9.

In Brazil, there is a lack of validated instruments 
that may be sensitive to identifying the risk for learning 
disorders. One of the instruments used for this purpose 
is the Cognitive-Linguistic Skills Evaluation Protocol 
- CLEP, which involves the skills of reading, writing, 
visual processing, auditory processing and metalan-
guage. This has been used for the universal screening 
of children at risk for learning disorders10 and applied in 
Brazilian studies5,11,12 based on the model of Response 
to Intervention (RTI) which is intended to students who 
have learning and behavioral difficulties, and requiring 
more specific interventions.

Therefore, the evaluation of those skills is indis-
pensable, since changes in the cognitive-linguistic 
performance can influence the perception of speech 
segments and the recognition of elements necessary for 
the formation and identification of words13,14. Therefore, 
the objective of this study was to characterize the 
cognitive-linguistic performance of schoolchildren in 
the literacy cycle, in order to identify children at risk for 
learning disorders in the public school context.

METHODS

This research was approved by the Human Research 
Ethics Committee of the Health Sciences Center (CCS) 
of the Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil, under 
opinion 091268/2015 CAAE n. 49097915.5.0000.5208 
of the National Health Council.

The methodological path indicated for the present 
study prioritized a quantitative analysis, being the 
study characterized as descriptive, correlational and 
cross-sectional.

Participants 

The sample was composed of 88 schoolchildren, 
being 54 (61%) females and 34 (39%) males, with age 
ranging from 6:0 to 8:11 years, enrolled in the 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd year of elementary education, literacy cycle. 
The participants were distributed by age: 1st year (6 
years), 2nd year (7 years), and 3rd year (8 years), with no 
significant differences between the ages.
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The participants were enrolled in two public schools 
located in the Metropolitan Region of Recife (MRR), in 
the state of Pernambuco, Brazil. Both schools belong 
to the same neighborhood and are situated in the same 
administrative-politic region. According to the portal of 
the city of Recife, the neighborhood has a population 
predominantly parda or black (68.04%), with a mean 
monthly income per household next to a minimum 
wage, which characterizes a population with low 
income15.

The selection of participants was carried out through 
the convenience sampling technique. The inclusion 
criteria were being enrolled in the school literacy cycle 
without the diagnosis of disability according to the 
school records.

Exclusion criteria included the absence of signing 
of the Informed Consent Form – ICF by parents and/
or guardians of the participants, students with any 
syndromic and/or neurological disorder, as well as 
sensory changes such as severe hearing and/or visual 
problems.

Instruments 

Cognitive-Linguistic Skills Evaluation Protocol –  
CLEP

This instrument is validated and indicated to 
schoolchildren in the 1st year to the 5th year of basic 
education I. The purpose of this test is to evaluate 
different aspects of cognitive-linguistic processing 
of schoolchildren in phase of literacy, assisting in the 
identification of students with performance below 
expectations in reading and writing, in relation to their 
group-class. Once identified these children, it becomes 
possible to initiate the individualized investigation and 
even intervention with students with delayed skills of 
reading in the school context, even before referring to 
health professionals10.

The protocol has two versions: individual and 
collective.

The collective version is composed of five subtests: 
Writing of the alphabet in sequence; Copy of forms; 
mathematical calculation; writing under dictation of 
words; writing under dictation of pseudo words; and 
repeating numbers in random order.

In the analysis of the test, students whose perfor-
mance is below their group-class or performance 
below the score should be submitted to the individual 
version. In this study, all students were submitted to the 
individual version since they had poor performance.

The individual version consists of thirteen subtests 
that evaluate: reading of words hits and time; reading 
of pseudo; alliteration; rhyme; repetition of words; 
repetition of pseudo words; rhythm; syllabic segmen-
tation; rapid naming of figures; rapid naming of digits; 
visual memory for shapes; discrimination of sounds; 
and repeating numbers in reverse order.

The individual evaluations were performed in a 
room, more quietly as possible, with an approximate 
duration of 30 to 40 minutes, within their own educa-
tional institution, during the regular school period, 
being recorded and registered in their respective 
protocols for answers.

Procedures
The data were collected in the period from April to 

September 2016. Initially, individual data were obtained 
from the student’s identification form in the school to 
get in contact with the parents. The parents or legal 
guardians received an information letter, containing 
the study objectives and ensuring the confidentiality of 
participants. Those who agreed to participate signed 
the Informed Consent Form – ICF. Subsequently, 
the schoolchildren were grouped according to the 
schooling, thus applying the evaluation instrument.

Data analysis
The analysis of cognitive-linguistic variables was 

performed according to the number of hits in the CLEP. 
The analysis of the score was classified into three 
categories: superior performance (SP), average perfor-
mance (AP) and low performance (LP), considering the 
number of hits of the subtests of each test.

The comparison of the medians between the series 
was performed through a nonparametric test of Kruskal 
Wallis, which enables the comparison of three or more 
groups.

The data were examined through the Similarity 
Structure Analysis (SSA). The SSA is a non-metric 
form of multidimensional scaling analyses based on 
the Facet Theory, which is a procedure of theoretical 
research. It provides a framework of formal reference 
that facilitates the development of theories and 
hypotheses, uses methods that require a minimum of 
restrictions statistics and inter-relates the systematic 
research design, data collection and statistical 
analysis16.

This analysis processes a correlation matrix between 
n variables, producing a geometric representation 
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correlation between two variables, the closer the points 
will be on the map and vice-versa16,17.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the performance of the participants 

from the three years investigated in the collective 
version of the CLEP.

of the data, capable of reliably demonstrating the 
relationship between all the variables studied. In this 
way, the variables are represented graphically as points 
in a space, allowing checking the existence of relational 
structures, since the location of the points in this space 
will determine its relationship with the other points, 
i.e., with the other variables. In this way, the higher the 

Table 1. Distribution of the results related to the cognitive-linguistic performance in the collective version by year of schooling, in 
schoolchildren in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd years of the Elementary Education I, Recife, PE, Brazil, 2019. (N=88)

Variables Ref.
1st year 2nd year 3rd year

p
Max Min Md Max Min Md Max Min Md

AlpWri 26 26 9 10 (1.5;22.5) 26 22 24 (9.0;26.0) 26 7 26 (7.0;26.0) .013*
CopF 4 4 0 1 (0.0; 3.0) 2 0 1 (0.0;2.0) 4 2 3 (2.0;3.0) .001*
Mat 20 1 0 0 (0.0; 0.0) 3 1 0 (0.0; 1.0) 12 0 3 (1.0;8.5) .001*
WorDic 30 17 0 0 (0.0; 0.0) 13 2 0 (0.0; 5.25) 28 2 7 (0.0;21.0) .001*
PseDic 10 4 0 0 (0.0; 0.0) 3 0 0 (0.0; 1.0) 8 0 1 (0.0;5.0) .001*
RNAle 10 5 0 1 (0.0; 3.0) 10 0 0 (0.0; 4.0) 10 7 9 (7.0;10.0) .001*

* Kruskal-Wallis test, comparing the three years, adopting a 5% significance level (p = *0.050).
Legend: Ref.: maximum possible score on the administered subtest; Max: maximum score of hits; Min: minimum score of hits; Md: median (Q1; Q3). AlpWri: alphabet 
writing in sequence; CopF: copy of forms; Mat: mathematical calculation; WorDic: writing under word dictation; PseDic: written under pseudo word dictation; RNAle: 
repetition of numbers in a random order.

The results show that there was no significant 
difference between the year at all skills investigated. 
Despite the difference in the collective version, partici-
pants of the 1st year obtained a lower performance in 
all the subtests evaluated, students in the 2nd year also 
showed lower performance in the subtests, with the 
exception of writing the alphabet, which had average 
performance. The students from the 3rd year showed 

superior performance in writing the alphabet and 
random repetition of numbers, average performance 
in the copy of figures and lower performance in the 
others.

Table 2 reveals the analysis of the score, which 
allows classifying the performances of the participants 
in superior, average or low in the collective version of 
the CLEP.

Table 2. Classification of the cognitive-linguistic performance of schoolchildren in the collective version

Variables SP AP LP 1st year Median 2nd year Median 3rd year Median
AlpWri 26 13-24 12 10 (1.5;22.5) 24 (9.0;26.0) 26 (7.0;26.0)
CopF 4 2-3 1 1 (0.0; 3.0) 1 (0.0;2.0) 3 (2.0;3.0)
Mat 16-20 10-15 0-9 0 (0.0; 0.0) 0 (0.0; 1.0) 3 (1.0;8.5)
WorDic 25-30 15-24 0-14 0 (0.0; 0.0) 0 (0.0; 5.25) 7 (0.0;21.0)
PseDic 8-10 5-7 0-4 0 (0.0; 0.0) 0 (0.0; 1.0) 1 (0.0;5.0)
RNAle 2-6 2-4 2-3 1 (0.0; 3.0) 0 (0.0; 4.0) 9 (7.0;10.0)

Legend: AlpWri: alphabet writing in sequence; CopF: copy of forms; Mat: mathematical calculation; WorDic: writing under word dictation; PseDic: written under pseudo 
word dictation; RNAle: repetition of numbers in a random order; SP: superior performance - child’s limit of hits; AP: average performance – characterized by around 
50% of the total score; LP: low performance – below 50% of the total score.
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with higher learning difficulties, i.e., children at risk 
for learning disorders. For this reason, as already 
described in the chapter of method, all participants 
were submitted to the individual version of the test. The 
performance of all participants in the individual version 
of CLEP can be observed in Table 3.

As possible to observe, despite the significant 
differences presented in function of the advancement 
of education, students have lower performance in 
tasks of mathematical calculation, dictation of words 
and pseudo words, according to the classification of 
the protocol. In this way, the collective version of the 
instrument was not sensitive for identifying students 

Table 3. Distribution of the results related to the cognitive-linguistic performance in the individual version by year of schooling, in 
schoolchildren in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd years of the Elementary Education I, Recife, PE, Brazil, 2019. (N=88)

Variables Ref.
1st year 2nd year 3rd year

p
Max Min Md Max Min Md Max Min Md

Rea. Wor. 70 27 8 6 (2.0;18.75) 20 7 9 (4.5;19.5) 70 4
42.5 

(23.0;66.75)
.002*

Rea. Pseu. 10 10 8 2 (1.25;4.74) 10 3 7.5(2.75;10.0) 10 5 10 (7.0;10.0) .001*
Aliter 10 10 0 3 (0.5; 5.0) 10 5 6 (4.5;10.0) 10 1 6 (4.0;7.0) .020*
Rhyme 20 19 15 12 (6.0; 15.0) 20 14 19 (13.5;19.5) 20 3 14 (10.5;18.0) . 039*
Rep. Wor. 8 5 4 4 (3.0;4.0) 7 5 4 (2.75;5.25) 6 2 4 (4.0;5.0) .007*
Rep. Pseu. 7 4 3 3 (2.0;3.0) 4 2 3.5 (2.0;4.0) 4 3 3 (3.0;4.0) .085
Rhythm 12 5 3 3 (2.0;3.0) 7 3 3 (2.0;4.5) 6 2 4 (3.0;4.0) .013*
Syl. Segm. 20 20 16 13 (11.0; 16.0) 20 17 14.5 (10.0;17.5) 20 9 18 (13.0;20.0) .008*

RNS Fig. 60 46 34 55 (4.0;66.5) 45 33
45.5 

(41.75;64.75)
58 25 40 (34.0;48.0) .000*

RNS Dig. 60 57 37 61 (53.5;90.5) 66 43 63 (47.0;81.25) 58 25
39.5 

(31.75;60.25)
.001*

Visu.
Memo. 

8 5 0 2 (1.0;4.0) 7 0 3 (1.0; 4.5) 6 0 4 (2.5;5.0) .007*

Disc. Sou. 20 20 17 18 (14.5;20.0) 20 11 18.5 (17.0;19.0) 20 10 17 (13.0;20.0) .718
RNRev. 10 5 0 2 (2.0;3.0) 5 2 2.5 (1.25;4.0) 5 0 1 (1.0;1.0) .779

* Kruskal-Wallis test, comparing the three years, adopting a 5% significance level (p = *0.050).
Legend: Ref.: maximum possible score on the administered subtest; Max: maximum score of hits; Min: minimum score of hits; Md: median (Q1; Q3). Rea. Wor.: 
reading of words; Pseu. Wor.: reading of pseudo words; Aliter.: alliteration; Rhyme: rhyme; Rep. Wor.: repetition of words; Rep. Pseu.: repetition of pseudo words; 
Rhythm: rhythm; Syl. Segm.: syllabic segmentation; RNS Fig.: rapid naming of figures (time); RNS Dig.: rapid naming of digits (time); Visu. Memo.: visual memory for 
forms; Disc. Sou.: discrimination of sounds; RNRe: repetition of numbers in a reverse order.

The results in the individual version shows a 
significant difference between the years in the skills of 
reading words and pseudo-words, alliteration, rhyme, 
repetition of words and pseudo words, syllabic segmen-
tation, rhythm, rapid naming of figures and digits, and 
visual memory for shapes, showing an improvement in 
performance as schooling increases.

The analysis of the score of the performance of 
the participants of the three years investigated in the 
individual version of CLEP can be observed in Table 4.

The data indicate that participants in the 1st year 
obtained superior performance in the discrimination 
of sounds and rapid naming of figures. In 2nd year, 
there was also a superior performance in these skills, 
in addition to others, such as rhyme and repetition of 
pseudo words. The students from the 3rd year showed 

superior performance in reading pseudo syllabic 
segmentation, and rapid naming of figures and digits.

As seen, the rapid naming of figures was the only 
one in which all participants obtained superior perfor-
mance. On the other hand, the repetition of numbers 
in reverse order was the most difficult task, because all 
groups showed lower performance. In general, students 
in the 1st year showed lower performance in most of the 
subtests, the schoolchildren in the 2nd and 3rd years had 
average performance, which also deserves attention in 
accordance with the evaluation instrument.

Considering the results described above and with 
the objective of verifying the behavior of all the variables 
investigated, in both individual and collective versions 
of the CLEP, depending on the educational advances, 
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Table 4. Classification of the cognitive-linguistic performance of schoolchildren in the individual version

Variables SP AP LP
1st year 2nd year 3rd year
Median Median Median

Rea. Wor. 60-70 30-59 0-29 6 (2.0;18.75) 9 (4.5;19.5) 42.5 (23.0;66.75)
Rea. Pseu. 8-10 5-7 0-4 2 (1.25;4.74) 7.5(2.75;10.0) 10 (7.0;10.0)
Aliter 8-10 5-7 0-4 3 (0.5; 5.0) 6 (4.5;10.0) 6 (4.0;7.0)
Rhyme 18-20 7-17 0-6 12 (6.0; 15.0) 19 (13.5;19.5) 14 (10.5;18.0)
Rep. Wor. 2-5 2-4 2 4 (3.0;4.0) 4 (2.75;5.25) 4 (4.0;5.0)
Rep. Pseu. 2-4 2-3 2 3 (2.0;3.0) 3.5 (2.0;4.0) 3 (3.0;4.0)
Rhythm 8-12 4-7 0-3 3 (2.0;3.0) 3 (2.0;4.5) 4 (3.0;4.0)
Syl. Segm. 18-20 7-17 0-6 13 (11.0; 16.0) 14.5 (10.0;17.5) 18 (13.0;20.0)
RNS Fig. 60” 60”-90” 91” 55 (4.0;66.5) 45.5 (41.75;64.75) 40 (34.0;48.0)
RNS Dig. 60” 60”-90” 91” 61 (53.5;90.5) 63 (47.0;81.25) 39.5 (31.75;60.25)
Visu. Memo. 2 -5 2-4 2 2 (1.0;4.0) 3 (1.0; 4.5) 4 (2.5;5.0)
Disc. Sou. 18-20 7-17 0-6 18 (14.5;20.0) 18.5 (17.0;19.0) 17 (13.0;20.0)
RNRe. 2-6 2-4 2 2 (2.0;3.0) 2.5 (1.25;4.0) 1 (1.0;1.0)

Legend: Rea. Wor.: reading of words; Time Rea. Pal.: time to read words; Pseu. Wor.: reading of pseudo words; Aliter.: alliteration; Rhyme: rhyme; Rep. Wor.: repetition 
of words; Rep. Pseu.: repetition of pseudo words; Rhythm: rhythm; Syl. Segm.: syllabic segmentation; RNS Fig.: rapid naming of figures (time); RNS Dig.: rapid naming 
of digits (time); Visu. Memo.: visual memory for forms; Disc. Sou.: discrimination of sounds; RNRe: repetition of numbers in a reverse order. SP: superior performance 
- child’s limit of hits; AP: average performance – characterized by around 50% of the total score; LP: low performance – below 50% of the total score.

there is a need to carry out an exploratory analysis of 
the relationship between such skills and school grades.

Figure 1 illustrates the multidimensional scaling 
of the results, through the geometric representation 
of the data. There is a correlation between the 24 
cognitive-linguistic variables studied in function of 
years of schooling. The similarities structure analysis 
(SSA) designed a polar structure differentiating into 
three facets/dimensions, with each facet revealing the 
proximity of variables with one school year.

The first facet, next to the 1st year, projects the 
variables of rapid naming of digits and figures. These 
skills are thus placed because the values computed 
in the results refer to the processing speed (or the 
time spent in the naming), which was greater among 
schoolchildren in the 1st year. In this way, despite 
being prepared in this facet, one should consider the 
distancing of the skills of the 3rd year, which reveals 
a negative correlation in function of the schooling 
advance.

The second facet, next to the 2nd year, projects 
the variables of discrimination of sounds, repetition 

of pseudo words and repetition of numbers, which 
showed no statistically significant differences between 
the years, in addition to being less than expected for 
the level of schooling in the three groups studied. In 
the case of repetition of numbers, the performance was 
near the bottom in the three groups and, in the case 
of discrimination of sounds, average performance, also 
in the three groups (Table 4). Although there was no 
statistically significant differences between the years, in 
these skills, the averages of the performance of the 2nd 
year were a little higher than the other groups, which 
justifies the projection in this space.

The third facet contains the other variables, with 
greater proximity of 3rd year, evidencing that the 
cognitive-linguistic abilities investigated, which are 
precursors of the learning process of reading and 
writing, are only having a greater leap of development at 
the end of the literacy cycle, which reveals a significant 
delay in terms of learning. Furthermore, the value of the 
alienation coefficient of the present study was lower 
than 0.15, which is equivalent to a solution acceptable 
to interpret the data in the light of the SSA16,17.
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DISCUSSION

Overall, the results revealed that the schoolchildren 
were below the expected performance in cognitive-
linguistic skills assessed through the collective and 
individual versions of the CLEP10. This low perfor-
mance may have resulted from environmental factors 
that can interfere with learning, such as: economic 
aspects and social-educational opportunities, hindering 
distinguishing children with difficulties from those with 
learning disorders. Importantly, the learning occurs 
from the interaction between the biological conditions 
- nervous system and perceptual systems, and educa-
tional opportunities offered by the family and by the 
school18.

As part of the educational opportunities important to 
be experienced in the literacy cycle, there stands out 
the stimulation of cognitive-linguistic abilities, since they 
are essential to the acquisition of reading and writing13. 
These should be developed from the early childhood 
education, through programs of cognitive-linguistic 
development, allowing the students be more prepared 
to enter the literacy cycle5.

On the other hand, in spite of the low performance, 
when assessing the cognitive-linguistic abilities of 
students, there were significant differences between 
the years in function of the schooling advance, 
revealing that the schoolchildren in the 3rd year of the 
literacy cycle presented advances in some skills when 
compared to children in the 1st and 2nd years. Therefore, 
there seems to be a significant delay in the acquisition 
of cognitive-linguistic skills and precursor of literacy 
in the population studied, which hinders identifying 
children at risk for learning disorders.

Similarly, a study13 assessed children in the 2nd to 
5th years of basic education from the public network 
in order to perform an adaptation of a test of cognitive 
performance. The results showed significant differences 
in cognitive-linguistic abilities in function of schooling, 
but, in general, the schoolchildren exhibited difficulties 
in tasks of naming, visual memory, reversibility and 
phonological awareness regardless of the schooling.

Such findings make reflect on literacy. According 
to the National Pact for Literacy at the Right Age - 
PNAIC6, all students should be literate until eight years 

Legend: Esc.Alfa: alphabet writing in sequence; CopFig: copy of forms; Matem.: mathematical calculation; Dit.Pal: writing under word dictation; Dit.PseP: written under 
pseudo word dictation; Memo.Ime: repetition of numbers in random order; Leit.Pa.: word reading; Leit.Pseu.P: pseudo word reading; Aliter.: alliteration; Rima: rhyme; 
Rep.Pal.: repetition of words; Rep. Pseud.: repetition of pseudo words; Ritmo: rhythm; Seg.Sil.: syllabic segmentation; NoRa.Fig.: rapid naming of figures (time); NoRa.
Dig.: rapid digit naming (time); Memo.Vis.: visual memory for shapes; Posic.Fig: figure positioning; Disc.Son.: discrimination of sounds; Rep.Nume: number repetition in 
a reverse order.

Figure 1. Similarity structure analysis of the categories produced regarding the accuracy in cognitive-linguistic performance, considering 
as external variables the three levels of education (3d, 1x2; Alienation Coefficient .13) 
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of age, requiring the grasp of different knowledge and 
basic skills underlying the rights of learning, involving 
the reading, the production of written texts, orality 
and linguistic analysis. This suggests that the school-
children in the 1st year of the literacy cycle should have 
the following competences: deepening of the reading 
and understanding of texts; introduction and intensi-
fication of production of written texts; use of diverse 
vocabularies; introduction of the relation of speech 
with writing; introduction and deepening of the use of 
spellings of words with regular direct correspondence 
between letters and phonemes; among other skills6.

Thus, when comparing the goals of learning 
proposed by PNAIC18 with the results of this study, the 
participants are much lower than expectations, and this 
difference may be related to the performance below the 
expected in cognitive-linguistic abilities.

It is important to highlight that two other studies5,19 
were performed by applying the CLEP. The first study5 
aimed to investigate the cognitive-linguistic profile of 
students with difficulties in the acquisition of written 
language. The participants were 45 students enrolled in 
the 2nd year of elementary education I, divided in control 
group (without learning difficulties) and at-risk group 
(with learning difficulties). All of them were evaluated 
with the collective and individual versions. The school-
children in the at-risk group presented lower perfor-
mance than the control group in the skills of reading 
and writing and phonological processing. The authors 
concluded that the intervention programs should 
consider the cognitive-linguistic abilities, especially the 
phonological processing, which is directly connected 
with the school learning.

In the second study19, the authors compared the 
applicability of an intervention program in school-
children with risk for reading difficulties. They drafted a 
phonological program for 20 students identified as at 
risk for reading difficulties, aged 6 to 7 years and 11 
months, enrolled in the 1st and 2nd year of elementary 
education I. The results unveiled that the students at 
risk had a significant improvement in naming letters, 
grapheme-phoneme relation, phonological awareness, 
phonological working memory, reading and writing.

The results of studies5,19, if compared to the 
present study, demonstrated that, even the students 
considered at risk for learning disorders presented 
better results in the collective and individual versions 
of the test that the participants of this study. This can 
be explained by the fact that these surveys occurred in 
the Southeastern region, whose sociocultural context 

is different from the Northeastern region, which shows 
the importance of considering the socio-demographic 
profile and opportunities of the population investigated 
for a better understanding of the results. Another fact 
to emphasize is that CLEP does not make clear the 
demographic profile of the population evaluated in the 
step of validation of the instrument, which could also 
justify such differences.

The literature indicates that the geographical 
location in isolation does not interfere in the perfor-
mance of schoolchildren, but the educational opportu-
nities. A survey conducted in the Northeastern region11 
aimed to analyze the cognitive-linguistic performance 
of schoolchildren in the early years of elementary 
education I. The participants were students enrolled in 
the 2nd and 3rd years of elementary education I, from a 
private school in Campina Grande - PB.

The results of the individual version of CLEP 
indicated that the students reached the highest perfor-
mance in the reading of words and pseudo words, 
syllabic segmentation, discrimination of sounds and 
repetition of non-words. In other skills, the level of the 
performance of the sample was considered moderate. 
The students in the 3rd year showed superior perfor-
mance in the reading skills of words and pseudo words 
and writing skills, if compared to the participants in the 
2nd year, which indicates the relation between these 
skills and school progression. There was an increase 
in the average of hits in the subtests of the ability of 
phonological awareness, indicating a possible stabili-
zation of these skills at this level of education11.

Therefore, it is possible to verify that the participants 
of that study, by the end of the literacy cycle, seem to 
stabilize the phonological abilities, unlike the present 
study, which showed a lag of those skills throughout 
the educational cycle. Thus, despite having been 
performed in the same region, the students of the 
state of Paraíba, Brazil, were enrolled in a school of 
the private network, which suggests better educational 
opportunities.

The performance of students who are studying 
in private schools, in general, is better than that of 
the students from the public network, because there 
is greater participation of parents in the academic 
life of the child, accompanying his/her development 
and encouraging the learning process, as well as a 
greater concern on the part of the school with learning. 
These aspects favor the motivation and interest of the 
students, helping in school performance20.
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Corroborating the idea of the importance of the 
family for learning, a survey21 affirms that the family 
is one of the first environments of social construction 
of the subject, being responsible for the collective 
and individual experiences of the child. In the family 
environment, the child learns to manage and resolve 
conflicts, to control the emotions, expressing the 
different feelings that constitute the interpersonal 
relations, to deal with the diversities and misfortunes of 
life.

Based on the above, and considering the different 
educational realities in which the Brazilian school-
children are inserted, the results of this study demon-
strate the need for Brazilian studies consider the 
cultural aspects of the populations studied. Some 
studies11,22,23 that investigated aspects related to the 
learning of reading and writing in schoolchildren in the 
Brazilian Northeast observed a lower trend of perfor-
mances of schoolchildren when compared to the 
performances of studies performed in other regions. 
Therefore, it reinforces the importance of considering 
cultural factors and the linguistic context of the various 
Brazilian regions to establish reference values in 
national surveys.

Other aspects related to the performances in 
various skills assessed by the CLEP deserve to be 
highlighted. Regarding the performance of school-
children in the abilities of phonological processing, for 
example, among the phonological awareness tasks, 
students obtained better results in the subtests of 
syllabic segmentation than in the subtests of alliteration 
and rhyme. These results corroborate the findings 
of other studies5,24 that also reported the initial devel-
opment of the syllabic segmentation in comparison to 
other activities of phonological processing, due to the 
degree of complexity of sound processing required in 
the different activities.

Regarding the processing speed, in the present 
study, all schoolchildren exhibited superior perfor-
mance in the abilities of rapid naming of figures. In the 
rapid naming of numbers, the performance of students 
was classified as moderate in the 1st and 2nd years and 
superior in the 3rd year. According to the literature22,25, 
the rapid naming is directly related to the experiences 
of students’ reading, and its development favors the 
increasingly rapid and automatic recovery of the word, 
which suggests that the schoolchildren with difficulties 
to identify and decode words may present with changes 
in the storage and retrieval of information.

The difficulties in the storage and retrieval of 
information can be observed in the subtest of visual 
memory. In this study, the students in the 1st year 
showed lower performance, and the 2nd and 3rd years 
had average performance. These results deserve 
special attention, because children at risk for learning 
disorders have difficulties in tests that require the 
storage of information, which may be explained by the 
fact that a possible impaired visual processing leads to 
a change in the storage of information, which leads to a 
low performance in tests of that level26.

The present study also revealed difficulties in the 
abilities of auditory processing, especially in the task of 
rhythm. These results indicate the difficulties of school-
children in audibly processing the information, making 
use of the auditory memory and auditory perception, 
responsible for receiving and interpreting the sounds or 
words received27.

CONCLUSION
In general, the schoolchildren obtained a cognitive-

linguistic performance below expectations for their 
schooling and this low performance can be explained 
by external factors, especially by the educational 
opportunities, regional and linguistic context, which 
need to be considered in situations of screening, evalu-
ation and diagnosis of learning difficulties.

These factors hinder the early identification of 
children at risk for learning disorders in the context of 
public schools and reveal the importance of developing 
assessment tools considering the sociodemographic 
factors and social-educational opportunities, as well 
as specific programs for intervention and monitoring of 
learning of those students.

The results of this study suggest the need for devel-
oping evaluation strategies and intervention towards 
pre-school children, in order to prepare them for the 
stage of the literacy cycle, thereby improving the quality 
of education in public schools, since the beginning of 
formal schooling.
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ERRATUM
In the article, “Cognitive-linguistic performance of 
schoolchildren in the literacy cycle in the public school 
context: universal screening”, with DOI number:  
10.1590/1982-0216/20202239919, published in the 
journal Revista Cefac 2020;22(3):e9919, in “Data 
analysis” (page 3): 

Where it was: 
Reference 14
The data were examined through the Similarity Structure 
Analysis (SSA). The SSA is a non-metric form of multi-
dimensional scaling analyses based on the Facet 
Theory, which is a procedure of theoretical research. It 
provides a framework of formal reference that facilitates 
the development of theories and hypotheses, uses 
methods that require a minimum of restrictions statistics 
and inter-relates the systematic research design, data 
collection and statistical analysis14.

Read: 
Reference 16
The data were examined through the Similarity Structure 
Analysis (SSA). The SSA is a non-metric form of multi-
dimensional scaling analyses based on the Facet 
Theory, which is a procedure of theoretical research. It 
provides a framework of formal reference that facilitates 
the development of theories and hypotheses, uses 
methods that require a minimum of restrictions statistics 
and inter-relates the systematic research design, data 
collection and statistical analysis16.


